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NEW TAGS

TÊXTIL FALCÃO IS FOCUSED
ON SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
Mindful of environmental concerns, one of the company’s fundamental pillars, the António 

Falcão group’s administration has opted to create new tags that, on one hand, make those 

concerns evident to the end consumer and, on the other hand, fulfil a role of certification.  

READ MORE

ENVICORTE INVESTS
600 THOUSAND EURO IN PLEATS

EEnvicorte has invested 600 thousand euro to broaden 

the company’s offer of pleats, an operation that required 

the expansion, up to 1,500 m2, of their facilities. 

Founded by António Carneiro, the company employs 38 

people, reaching a turnover of nearly 1,5 million euro.

READ MORE
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS 
COMPANIES AT TECHTEXTIL

Companies and entrepreneurs going to the next 

Techtextil, in Frankfurt, will receive the support of the 

Portuguese Secretary of State for the Economy, João 

Correia das Neves. Invited on behalf of ATP, the 

official will be accompanied by the Ambassador of 

Portugal to Berlin, João Gomes.

READ MORE

LASA IN SEARCH
FOR NEW MARKETS IN 2019

Despite uncertainty and the dire consequences of Brexit, 

Lasa Group is hoping to reap the rewards of recent 

investments, aimed at penetrating into new markets. 

The manager Ricardo Silva also aspires to continue the 

path of innovation and sustainability at the Group.

READ MORE

INEGI DEVELOPS
CARBON THREAD TEXTILES

Textiles that combine carbon thread with thermoplastic 

thread, and that incorporate sensory threads in textile 

structures are the innovative goals under development 

by INEGI, in the context of TexBoost from Cluster 

Têxtil, a project that encompasses 43 partners.

READ MORE

UNIVERSITY OF AVEIRO TAPS
INTO TOUCHSCREEN TEXTILES

Shirts, jackets, trousers, and underwear with 

touchscreens: at the University of Aveiro, researchers 

developed a pioneer technology that allows the 

intertwining of electronic fibres into textile fabrics, 

enabling the creation of wearable electronic devices.

READ MORE

YAY’S POETRY
TAKES CIFF BY STORM

Journalists, bloggers and international buyers. At CIFF, 

in Copenhagen, everybody loved the Portuguese 

children’s clothing brand Yay. The collection dedicated 

to Fernando Pessoa was the most acclaimed and took the 

title of favourite by the Italian magazine Kid’s Wear.

READ MORE
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Prochef: Martin Berasategui promotes growth in spain. Prochef, the 

company that specializes in personalized kitchen garments, is now supplying the uniforms 

for the restaurant of Basque Chef Martín Berasategui, the Lasarte-Oria, adding yet another 

famous name to its already extensive list of clients. José Avillez, Henrique Sá Pessoa, Vítor 

Matos, Tiago Bonito, Filipe Carvalho or Olivier da Costa are a part of that list.

READ MORE

"When I started, our work was 

incomparably less demanding. 

Now it’s very stressful. There’s 

no room for mistakes, and if 

the clients feel that we are 

no longer trustworthy, they 

will leave"

CARLA LOBO

R. Lobo’s Administrator

2,5million
euro is how much Fitecom will invest this 

year, especially in the finishing area
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